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Indiana Prospects 

2019 

Amani Freeman   6’1 C 2019  Indiana Showcase Avon HS 
Has continued to improve offensive skill set over the last year. Demonstrated ability to hit 8-12 foot jumper and played 
with confidence in the lane. Played over both shoulders and was quick off her feet on post execution. Runs the floor 
well, showed athleticism on defensive end as shot blocker and has ability to rebound outside area.  

 
Maddie Knight    5’7 G     2019      Sky Diggs Elite     Noblesville HS 
Able to get in the paint off the dribble regularly. Finishes well in traffic and has a variety of moves to put bigs in tough 
spots and draw fouls. Quick hands and feet make her a strong on ball defender. Good shooter from the outside and hits 
free throws at a high rate 

 
Jasmine Lilly          5’6 PG     2019      Sky Diggs Elite     Jeffersonville HS 
Deceptively quick. Strong ball handling ability. Improved as a shooter, especially off the dribble, and is not a player you 
want to leave open. Rarely out of position defensively and times help well. Willing passer who can create for her 
teammates.  



 
Alaina Rongos    6’0 W 2019  Always 100  Fort Wayne Canterbury HS 
Long, fluid with solid ball skills. Has the frame and strength to play in the paint against forwards while also possessing 
the face up skill set and agility to play on the wing against more agile matchups. Can step out and shoot the three, but 
mid-range game and attacking with length is where she excels. Rebounds well and can defend multiple spots. 

 
Madeline Schumacher  6’0 G 2019  Indiana’s Best  North Judson HS 
Long solid frame, combined with guard skill set. Showed versatility on both ends of the floor using length, ability to score 
at all levels, and overall feel to make for a tough matchup. Doesn’t necessarily possess explosiveness but able to use size 
and strength to create space on penetration and get to the free throw line. Rebounds well from backcourt and can 
defend with length. 

 
Cameron Tabor      5’9 G     2019      Indy Magic             New Castle HS 
Plays with confidence. Excels at creating her own shot and is able to hit tough shots off the dribble in the midrange. 
Always in attack mode and looking for her shot but makes good decisions and is a willing passer. Tough to contain in the 
pick and roll. 

 
Hattie Westerfeld  6’3 C/F 2019  Always 100  Batesville HS 
A bit under the radar after missing July evaluations last year while recovering from injury and playing High School ball in 
Southeast Indiana. She should quickly become a hot commodity after moving to an elite level club team. Long strong 
frame with wing span, runs the floor well, good feet in open space. Improving balance and feet with the ball in the post. 
Comes with strong work ethic and aggressive deposition on both ends. Agility and ability to block and change shots at 
the rim.  

 

2020 

Ra’Shaya Kyle       6’6 C     2020      Always 100           Marion HS 
Overpowering in the paint on both ends of the floor. Continues to improve her ability and comfort with putting the ball 
on the floor, not afraid to board, turn and push. At times it seems like every rebound finds her hands. Finishes well 
around the rim. Confidence and consistency is improving. 
 
Juliana Kemper      5’10 G     2020     Cincy Swish          Lawrenceburg HS 
Always pushing the tempo in transition and generates easy baskets for herself and teammates. Tough to keep out of the 
paint and is able to use size and length to finish. High motor on both ends and rebounds well on both ends of the floor, 
especially for her position 
 
Brooke Nottingham  5’5 PG 2020  IE Swish  Jasper HS 
True point that has nice feel for when to facilitate and when to get hers. Able to use change of tempo and handles to get 
defense off balance and create space for herself and teammates. Can shoot it out to the three line and goes to the rim 
when needed. Heady kid, good anticipation on both ends, with good leadership qualities.   

 
Keegan Sullivan   6’0 G 2020  Sky Diggs Elite  South Bend St Joseph HS 
One of the premier prospects in the 2020 class. Has rare combination of college ready frame, high level guard skills, and 
overall feel and IQ for the game. Has already been through the wars at the elite level and has proven to be able to 
compete and excel at highest level. Scores at all levels, with a good stroke out to the 3 line and excels at using skills and 
physicality getting to the lane and finishing in a variety of ways. 



 
 
Tia Tolbert           5’10 G     2020      Flight              Vincennes Rivet HS 
Physical guard, can defend most guards and wing players. Gets downhill with ease and is able to hold off defenders as 
soon as she gets the edge on a drive. Able to finish through contact at the rim. Plays with a high motor on both ends of 
the floor and rebounds well for her position. 
 

2021 

Carly Culberson   5’7 G 2021  NuVision Sportz Yorktown HS 
We first saw Carly last Fall and was excited about the combination of skill and athleticism this youngster brought to the 
court. Fast forward 6 months later and a big frosh season behind her and she can be considered among some of the elite 
guards in her class. She has added strength, will need to continue to add to frame, explosive with the ball and can create 
shots at all levels with her athleticism and handles. As with most youngsters, will need to be more consistent and 
dribbles herself into bad spots/shots at times. Playmaker with growing game. 

 
Mariah Dickerson  6’0 F 2021   IE Swish  Evansville Mater Dei HS 
Big strong frame and is a physical mismatch for most at her grade level. Good athlete that runs and moves well and goes 
to work in the paint. Rebounds out of area, plays physical and assertive on most possessions. Continue work on face up 
game at midpost will open up space for her. Owns her area deep in the paint and throws the ball out off of defensive 
boards very well in transition.  

 
Jaclyn Emly    5’9 G 2021  Flight South  Silver Creek HS  
Nice smooth reliable game from the point. Handles pressure, makes solid reads, and gets herself and teammates in 
spots to get good shots. Has nice size from the guard spot, shows good instincts on both ends. Takes care of the ball and 
values possessions. 

 
Nakiah Hunter      5’11  F     2021      Flight              North Central HS 
Plays physical on both ends of the floor. Relentless rebounder with a high motor. Finishes through contact around the 
rim. Attacks the basket off the bounce and holds the edge on drives well. Good athlete that owns her space around the 
basket. 

 
Maycee Lange   5’11 F 2021  Team Indiana  Vincennes Lincoln HS 
Long fluid athlete that operates well with agility around the hoop. Has the ability to face up and hit an open jumper or 
take it to the rim. Excels with length, wings and the ability to bounce off the floor to get rebounds and shots off in 
crowded space near the rim. Gets to the free throw line and efficient on touches. 
 
Moira McGinley     5’7 G     2021      Best Choice         Bishop Chatard HS 
Quick and compact release on her jumper and is able to convert at a high rate from three. Strong ball handler who gets 
downhill on drives, is an especially strong finisher with her right hand and shows improvement with the left. Disruptive 
defender with quick hands and good timing in passing lanes. 
 
Jordyn Smith   5’5 PG 2021  MBA Select  Penn HS 
One of the premier PG in the 2021 class. Coming off a solid freshman campaign for 4A power program Penn. Can do a 
little bit of everything, can shoot it, creates space with explosive step and handles, court vision and good tempo. Gets 
after defensively with quick hands and anticipation.  
 
 



 

Grace Sandlin   5’2 G 2021  Indiana Showcase Tri West HS 
Deadly from deep with a lightning quick stroke. Good decision maker offensively, excels at setting up teammates for 
easy looks. Excellent ball handler with deceptive quickness and good change of speed. Active on D, times passing lanes 
well. Crafty player with a high basketball IQ. 

 
Grace Sullivan      5’6 G     2021      Always 100          Fort Wayne Canterbury HS 
High IQ floor general. Constantly creating open shots for teammates. Shows really good decision making out of the pick 
and roll. Keeps the defense on their heels and off balance. Pushes the tempo in transition and is often able to generate a 
score when leading the break. 

 

2022 

Kate Clarke   5’11 W 2022  Indy Magic   Carmel HS 
Kate has been on the radar for a while and is off to a solid start to the club season in the high schools divisions. 
Combination of size, athleticism and guard skill set sets up for a tough matchup for opponents. Has nice stroke from the 
three line, can put it on the floor and create space using length to elevate for shot creation at mid-range or at the rim. 
Will need to continue to add strength and some more physicality to game but comes with a high ceiling. 
 

Allison Saunders  5’5 G 2022  Southern Indiana Venom North Harrison HS 
Impressed with both skill set and poise she played with for such a youngster. Has playmaking ability using solid handles, 
court vision, and overall nice instincts for the game. Scored at all levels, made good decisions with the ball and showed a 
confidence in her game.  

 

 


